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CUNY No RNC Organizes Large 
CUNY Contingent at UFPJ March 
Above: GC students fo·r the 
abolition of the Republican 
regime; Below: the GC gets a 
much-needed makeover. 
JAMES TRIMARCO 
If one follows the argument that protesters 
should show their solidarity by dressing in 
uniform, then the GC- based group CUNY 
No RNC appears to be ahead of the game. 
The group culminated several months of 
organizing on Sunday, April 29 when it 
mobilized over l 00 students and faculty 
from the Graduate Center to march togeth-
er in the permitted United for Peace and 
Justice march against the Bush agenda in 
midtown Manhattan. The group had print-
ed 75 t-shirts with the design shown 
below, which organizers handed out to 
contingent members for free. The cost of 
printing the shirts was covered by a cultur-
al affairs grant from the Doctoral Students 
Council. 
The group met sporadically throughout 
last spring to discuss strategies for bring-
ing a strong CUNY group to the RNC 
rot~~..:: J'hos~e~~i~s-w,..er.t;,c9}(eted.i. 





The Doctoral Students Council (DSC) 
extends a hearty welcome to students new 
to the Graduate Center, and best wishes for 
a productive academic year to all. All aca-
demic programs except five have elected 
representatives to the DSC and our first 
plenary took place Friday, September 10 .. 
The DSC is a body of students elected 
from each department which represents 
students at the Graduate Center and is 
respons1hle for allocatm? money collected 
through tht> '>tudent activities fee that you 
paid along with your tuition. This year is 
~L1ing to he :>n irnport..:nt t'11t' \\hrn it 
come-; tD poll heal .. u.h ocac) for Cl ';\;Y 
~lud.:nt-., ::.11 pka-;,:, read nn to lind out \\ hat 
th.: D~( can offer:,, ou th1::. :,, 1:ar. 
Continuing Activities 
W.: look torn ard to <;t'f\ ing t-.tudcnb al 
t'.1t' ( ,rnduate ( enter m man:, \\ .1) :-, thit--
) ear. Our tr .1J1t1t,ndl adi \ itit•:-, inc l:Jde wf-
iet' hour'>, di.,L·ounted mm ie t1.:'. ... t't::., and 
partic,. The CLltl~t' hour:-, are hclJ m the 
DSC Social Lounge and frature fret' pa:-.-
trie" and coffee a:l afternoon a'> ,,ell a" a 
great opportumt1 tll '>Lll.:ial:7e and net\H1rk 
\\ ith people outside of: t1ur dep..1rtment. 
Discounted movie tickets are $5.50 each, 
good for admission at Loews theaters only, 
and must be paid for by check. You can 
buy them in the DSC Steering Committee 
Office in Room 5495. The parties are, well 
. . . parties! ... complete with a keg of 
beer, a DJ and all-night booty shaking. 
Health Services at the GC Threatened 
In addition to these usual services, we 
have on our plates a major undertaking: 
tkterminin!,! the future of health !>crvices at 
the Grad11ate Center. We have created a 
standing committee of the DSC (Chair: 
Ceila Braxton) \\i1h two suhcnm'11ittecs 
I Chain,: Do, id ( •l~llar.d and Em: Om m;.,_) 
\\ '.10 will he .:nh~tmg DSC rep.., tu help 
collect d..1t..1 and rt'o;;earch thit-- :-1rnbk:11. 
He..1lth ... ervicc at the UC 1~ a thorny 
i:-,-;uc. C urrentl: tht' D:-.C ~hart'" the co:-.t of 
the salar:,, of the n..1r:-,e pract1t1oner, Mar_\ 
CJ..mc:,,, ,, ith the adm1m~tr..1tion \ Office of 
Student Affau~ I he DS{' also subt--1du.:~ 
tht' co:,,h of medical test..., tht'rt'by offrrini! 
unin.;;ured .1nd undt'r-in~ured stud.:nt" a 
v1..1blt' option for ha"ic hea'.th ~t'f\ ice:-,. fh.: 
current nurse b a..,::.ociakd ,, ith \It. Sin.11, 
as \\ d:-. the Graduate Center at-- an 111:-.titu-
twn through a bit1-med1cal profram for-
see D!iC Welcomes Yau, page 1 o 
f Anti-Americanisnt>Grows,J 
~: ,Ampng ltalii,:,lnt-llectua11,~ 
Haggard 
Leaving 
James Haggard, VP for lnformation 
Resources (IR) at the GC, has informed 
sources close to the Advocate that he wUl 
leave his position this year and transfer to 
CUNY headquarters at 80th St. Together 
with the resignation of President Frances 
Degen Horowitz, Haggard's departure 
will mark a significant turnover in high-
level GC administration . 
Many students saw Haggard as prob-
lematic because IR has often provided 
interrupted or irksome computer services. 
Two years ago the Doctoral Students 
Council launched a petition against IR in 
response to what they considered less 
than professional service .. ln response to 
student pressure service did improve, but 
~0me students continue to find 1R the 
most troublesome sector of the schoo1 
I 
J 
Above: James Haggard 
Community News 
LAC Conference a 
Success Despite Pitfalls 
WILL WEIKART 
The recent "Life After Capitalism" conference, held 
August 20-22 at Hunter College and the Graduate Center, 
was billed as "a space for activists-in the run up to the 
intense mobilization period of the RNC protests-to 
reflect on the importance oflong term vision, strategy, and 
face-to-face relationship blJilding." It was also intended 
"to bring together and give voice to the (non-sectarian) 
anti-capitalist left in the United States." 
Panelists and attendees came from across the continen-
tal US and beyond. The opening night event at Hunter 
College, titled Beyond Bush: An Evening of Visionary 
Resistance, was held at the Great Hall and brought in an 
audience of about 1,300 . The Saturday and Sunday events 
at the Graduate Center featured several concurrent panels 
and wortshops each day, and attracted about 900 regis-
tered participants. Sessions were broken down into four 
themes: Analysis of Contemporary Capitalism; 
:perspectives on Power; Visions of Post-Capitalism; and 
Organizing Strategies. 
Friday night's event was threatened with last-minute 
cancellation .when Hunter College mandated that LAC 
obtain insurance protecting against three million dollars 
worth of damage and injury. This development came just 
after The New York Post ran an article critical of the event, 
alleging that the conference was a "war council" and 
insinuating that dangerous anarchists would be in atten-
dance. The Post article contained several factual errors 
that could have easily been avoided by a cursory reading 
of the LAC website. Apparently it was this negative pub-
licity-as well as various external political pressures -
that prompted Hunter to require the optional insurance, 
_ -..~ -:which:::cost;.organizei:s..,se.veral thatrnm1rr~ol1iiTs- 1 ~ 
unexpected expenses. 
To make difficult matters worse, $2,000 in cash dona-
tions to the conference were stolen from an office at the 
taining, and so they had secured no outside contributions. 
Registration raised $18,000, which failed to cover expens-
es totaling about $28,000 and which largely came from 
the cost of renting the space and airline costs for panelists 
from Argentina, Canada and the US West Coast. 
Several groups have also charged that the conference 
was plagued by censorship. The lobby area of the con-
course level at the GC was designated an area for mer-
chandise and information tables from various collectives 
and publishers who were represented by conference pan-
elists. Nonetheless, a handful of groups that had not reg-
istered tables showed up on Saturday and Sunday, and 
proceeded to set up tables for their literature. Security was 
notified, but the groups were ultimately allowed to stay. 
LAC organizers justified their attempted exclusion of the 
groups on the basis that sectarian artd/or vanguardist 
groups were not ideologically aligned with the greater 
foci of the conference, i.e., anti-authoritarian groups/indi-
viduals and those with various novel campaigns and proj-, 
ects "on the ground." They.also claimed that limitations of 
Above:The 'Reimagining the Labor 
Movement' panel (L to R) Kristin 
Warner, Saru Jayaraman, Gerardo Reyes, 
Lucas Benitez, Naomi Klein, Sonny 
Suchdev; Below: Tiokasin Ghost Horse's 
closing words. time and space necessitated some degree of content man-
"" ,df t agement. Detractors maintain that they were unfairly and 
"",1" ,if/I',,. ""''" '; ~ hypocritically excluded, and the controversy has ignited a 
f'''"""""./1/m~'j' ;: ! flurry of ongoing online debates. 
i,......,,,_,}i, , ! The LAC organizing collective consists of a small ti tj • ~ group of anti-capitalist activists and thinkers in the NYC 
l,~'Jil:~ ,~ -a area. !he conference was the product of over a year of 
. ' 
Graduate Center soon after the closing events on Sunday. 
LAC organizers cite this and the insurance costs as major 
factors in the $10,000 dollar debt that they now face. 
Planners had hoped that the conference would be self-sus-
plannmg. 
Please check the website www.lifeaftercapitalism.org 
for more information on the content of the conference and 
for subsequent updates and documentation, as well as for 
ways you can donate. 
Will Weikart is a GC student in Sociology and part of the 
LAC organizing collective. 
Beginning of the Semester 
Comin9 Rliue 
DSC Party 
Friday, October 11.st , 
- • !, 
7-11-pm l 
GC, Room 5414 
Free Food and Drinks 
Live DJ 
Sponsored by .. 
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Features 
Part-Tifne Facultv Meet a·t Coa·/i~tion· of 
I . ~ 
Contingent Academic Labor (COCAL) VI 
DOMINIC WETZEL 
More. than 200 adjuncts-instructors, teaching assistants, 
graduate assistants and non-~enured faculty-from 
throughout North America, C_anada, Iytexico and the US 
convened in Chicago di,iring the first ~eekend in August 
to address the direction and future ofthe.'p!lrt-time faculty 
movement. 
Spirits were mixed. Many were buoyed by the achieve-
ment of NYU TAs, who recently _secured themselves a 
contract that greatly increased thyif wages and benefits. 
Yet most were frustrated by reports of the N1,1.tional Labor 
Relations Board, (NLRB), which recently declared grad 
assistants and teaching assistants to be primarily "stu-
dents" rather thap "workers." Voting along strict partisan 
lines, the .panel reversed its former ruling, which had 
allowed NYU TAs to form a union. In other words, a 
panel of Republicans appointed by Bush nullified Brown 
University grad ;md teaching assistants' attempts to form 
a union - threatening the part-time faculty union move-
ment. 
Little do most CUNY grad students know that our own 
little Doctoral Student ~ouncil helped to jump-start the 
part-time faculty movement. The DSC was crucial in ini-
tiating the Coalition of Contingent Academic Labor 
(COCAL), which then spread to regional alliances, which 
are particularly strong in California, the Pacific Northwest 
and the Boston /lrea. The biennial conference, which 
migrates around North AJ11erica, has served as a mee~ing 
point and opportunity for strategy-building for contingent 
academic activists. It al~o supports Campus Equity Week, 
last held in October 2003, which highlights the plight of 
contingent academic labor by holding teach-ins, educa-
tional and political campaigns on campuses throughout 
North Ameri<;:a. · · 
COCAL's conference, which shrugged off funding from 
major unions in order to pre~erve its autonomous nature, 
provided a remarkable opportunity in its workshops for 
networking. In one workshop, activists from California, 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Iowa, Illinois, New 
Jersey and New York discussed their own homegrown 
organizing strategies. They debated the benefits of union-
izing versus joining the unions of full-time staff, as well 
as other dilemmas of organizing, but also traded success 
stories. For instance, at the University oflowa, wages and 
benefits for graduate employees were the lowest in the 
Big 10. Since starting a union in 1996, Iowa is now at the 
top. At the University of Michigan, "grade strikes" over 
healthcare "takebacks" proved a very successful tactic. 
Another workshop discussed strategies of "coming out" 
as a contingent laborer. 
It was particularly interesting to hear from Mexican 
contingent academic laborers about their exploitation, 
demonstrating how global the corporatization of the uni-
versity has become. Attendees also discussed the creation 
of linkages with other types of temporary workers, as 
i_nany members ofCOCJ\h' are also part ofNAFFE (North 
American Alliance for Fjijr Employment), which advo-
cates for the rights of all epntingent workers. The confer-
ence ended with a raucou~ march to various -colleges and 
universities in the Chicago area, which. were handeli 
report cards gauging the conditions of their contingent 
laborers (needless to say, if these institutions had parents, 
their asses would be red). 
The conference provided the opportunity for adjuncts, 
TAs, and grad assistants from the New York-New Jersey 
area to meet and plan to form a r:egional COCAL network, 
which can then be used to support a diverse range of 
activist efforts at various universities and sites. A listserv 
has been set up for the NY/NJ regional COCAL for those 
interested in networking with other contingent academic 
labor activists and workers to better your conditions of 
work and pay (one can join the listserv by sending an 
email to dwetzel@gc.cuny.edu). For more information on 
COCAL IV and plans for COCAL ·VJI in the Pacific 
Northwest in 2006, go to www.chicagococal.org. 
Dominic Wetzel is a student in the Phi) program in 
Sociology. 
COCAL members do what comes naturally-protest (left); but also enjoy a visit to Emma Goldman's :grave (right). 
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Fresh Mexican ·F9od with Mauitude 
M • 1{, Burritos, Quesadillas, -~ ~ 
11 ~ ~ Soft & Hard Tacos, Taco.Sal~d. ~-:-~-J-;_..._-
~ ""~"\:- Salsa Bar & Nachos ~ , ,;;t; -
~wo Soft or Hard Full Service Hawaiian Tiki-Ba;(' ~ 
Beef or Vegetarian Tacos Beer, Wine & Great Margaritas 
and a Small Beverage Orders prepared to your palate 
for $3.89 
330 5th Avenue Space available 
for parties & 
meetings Between 32
nd & 33 rd Street 
212-868-9720 
1 /2 block from the Empire State Building 
Open 7 Days 
10am-10pm 
FREE DELIVERY WITH ORDER OF $10.00 OR MORE 
Please place your order at least 30 minutes in advance 
-a.-re-a..-.. ,--~~.ai. ....... ··"'s • _ 







Thus Spol<e George: A Brief 
History of Bush/s Dualism 
DAN SKINNER 
Since George W. Bush's "Axis of Evil" speech on January 
29, 2002, his polarizing politics h~ve often been charac-
terized in terms such as a "Manichean struggle with a sin-
gle overarching enemy called terrorism" (Washington 
Post, April 19, 2002). Since September 11 the term 
"Manichean" has been bandied about carelessly in the 
media as though it were a mere synonym for "binary" or 
"polar" - suitable for use in describing any worldview 
comprised of forces of "Good" and "Evil." A closer look 
at the etymology of the term, however, reveals that we 
might have been better off had we elected an actually 
Manichean president. 
The Manicheans were a syncretic religious sect le~ by 
Mani, a Buddhist-influenced ascetic born in Baghdad in 
the 3rd century AD. Like Bush, the Manicheans carved 
the spiritual world up into two categories-Good and 
Evil-but, as orthodox dualists, they believed that the 
forces of Good and Evil were not engaged in some contin-
uous and messianic struggle, but rather that their contrast-
ing presence was the very basis of the spiritual order. For 
the Manicheans, this dualism constituted the structure of 
the spiritual world that framed each individual's relation-
ship with reality. Everyone, they believed, would benefit 
from identifying the presence of Evil within themselves 
and should endeavor a personal journey to allow Good to 
dominate. Evil could never be eradicated; it simply 
wouldn't make existential sense to think it could be. 
Bush's public pronouncements of faith have somewhat 
successfully hidden from the public the reality of how 
unchristian his particular form of dualism is. The so-
called "Doctors" of Catholic theology-Augustine, destruction of the Other. Who we are as Americans-at 
Aquinas, and Anselm-rejected any such battle between least in W's America-is determined by who we are not. 
Good and Evil and, in the case of Augustine, rejected the Once we determine who we are not, then the task at hand 
idea that Evil really existed as a concrete entity, for to becomes to destroy who we are not. The paradox inherent 
admit this would be to admit that God creates Evil. in this formulation is even scarier than it might first 
Instead, the Doctors conceived of reality as a continuum, appear, for this ontological system is incapable of envi-
where sins take people away from the ideal, but where all sioning a world without enemies and is dangerously close 
human action is gauged in its relative position to "Good," to th.e ideas suggested by the title of Chris Hedges's recent 
with the sinful being simply less Good than those who live book: War Is a Force That Gives Us Meaning. In military 
their lives closer to the word of God. parlance, an "exit strategy" from this battle would result 
Ironically, if there is any theological tradition that in a loss of our own identity. Therefore, there can be no 
Bush's politics embody it is that of another ancient such exit strategy. 
Persian religion, Zoroastrianism-but with a twist. Unlike The student of politics will also recognize the more 
the Manicheans, Zoroastrian theology was eschatological, stark historical manifestation of Bush's ontology. It was 
premised on the ultimate destruction of Evil, and the col- the patron philosopher of the Nazi party, Carl Schmitt, 
lapse of the quasi-dualistic system of Good and Evil that who suggested that the state has one essential function: 
defined its' primitive stages. The forces that Zoroaster distinguishing friends from enemies. This friend-enemy 
thought comprised the world were conflicted poles that distinction has two classifying functions:11friends make up 
had not yet reached their point of rest with the triumph of the members of the national body (based on a number of 
Good. The final state, characterized by a monolith of possible criteria for inclusion and exclusion-race, eth-
Good, would rid the world of spiritual weakness and nicity, sexual orientatio1,1, religious and political beliefs) 
impurity caused by Evil forces. But for the Zoroastrians, while enemies are targeted for destruction in an effort to 
and unlike Bush, the triumphant party in this struggle was rid the state of the inconvenient schisms caused by a plu-
the entire spiritual world, who benefited from a real and rali~tic society. It was this pluralism that Schmitt blamed 
non-discriminatory peace. The Zoroastrian quest was spir- for the weakening of the German state in the 1930s. 
itual, which eliminated force or violence as options for In today's political climate the question is often ~sked, 
obtaining peace. when or how does this end? The honest observer would be 
It should be noted that Zoroaster was the same man that forced to acknowledge that an end is unattainable so long 1 
Friedrich Nietzsche called Zarathustra, from whose ontol- as dualisms remain the ontological building blocks of our 
ogy .Nietzsche challenged enlightenment conceptions of political understanding. The Cold War dualism that 
progress, shunned democracy and surmised that the weak shaped his father's worldview has been replaced by ne* 
were albatrosses around society's neck. Nietzsche took categories, but their fundamental effects are the same. 
the peaceful and hopeful Should the "war on terrorism" somehow end, or at least be 
philosophy of rendered insignificant, a new opponent will need to be 
Zoroastrianism and stripped created, lest America lose a sense of identity in a world of 
... ---~-~:--5'1111..:1!1131!111!Sl'.:ll'!!i\l_it_o.Ut&...o.P_,l~E.1~ea,.vin~r__e~~ ivalu,..e~T}l_e~~~eds to be somethin to be · '°' . "'"'"'6e"fITii.l'fio1 the 1:rium~f destroyed when the Mess1 returns, or else we WI have_ 
0 V Good over Evil, but conflict to acknowledge that there really is no urgent need for such 
'l'"P.......,,~1',°l4 itself. The one who would a return. 
triumph in Nietzsche's Manicheans-those great dualists who gave the 
* Monday and Tuesday after 5pm: 
dualistic struggle was the Catholic theologians such a hard time-at least had the 
"overman," a superior vision necessary to find non-destructive meaning in their 
human who, emancipated distinction between Good and Evil. The permanence of 
from the shackles of moral- these forces allowed individuals to reconcile themselves 
ity, embraced struggle as with the spiritual world as they found it, and not attempt 
the highest articulation of to do violence to what they saw as the very structure of the 
human existence. For world, the opposing forces that "give life meaning." Bush 
Nietzsche, conflict was a seems willing to put his chips on the triumph of Good 
desirable end in and of over Evil, even at the cost of antagonizing these forces to 
itself. the point where life during wartime becomes unbearable Buy two of the same drink, get 
the third free (per person). 
* And at all times, 
10% off menu items. 
We always have a full menu and 
daily specials, and on weekdays a 
free buffet from 5pm until its gone! 
This brief theological for those who actually have to put their lives at risk. 
excursion is only politically Meanwhile, we spectators of a purportedly democratic 
relevant today because society can only wait for the grand struggle to reach com-
modem politicians such as pletion. In this sense Bush's "Freudian slip" in calling the 
George W. Bush have made post-9/11 US mission a "crusade" was a necessary exten-
it so. In drawing upon a sion of his particular dualistic world view. There is really 
dualistic political frame- no alternative in this battle; Good must confront Evil and 
work ("Either you are with to "smoke it out of its cave:" ·T-he batt1e;
0
itrlaet, inust be 
us or you are with the ter- forced. Good says to Evil: "Bring it on." 
rorists"), Bush has posi- Underlying all of this is the question that might follow 
tioned himself as the arbiter the construction of any dualism: Did Bush get the cate-
of good versus evil, a strug- gories right? ls he sure who is Good and who is Evil? If 
gle which has come to not, he is energizing a high-stakes dualistic game based on 
define the public face of his false distinctions. Of course, those with cooler heads 
foreign policy. know that the world is too complex and too diverse for 
The major problem with such frigid black and white distinctions. But the political 
this mode of thinking is reality is that Bush has already made the first move in a 
that, aside from Bush's role risky game that, if not stopped, will yield unpredictable 
as ontological authority, his results. Bush, whether a perverted Protestant or a 
rigid dualistic politics Zoroastrian-in-disguise, has manufactured a world order 
forces yet another logical out of an ontology intended t'o help us come to terms with 
distinctiqn: friends and ene- and exalt our own place in the world/spiritual order. 
mies. In Bush's Zoroastrian 
world, Hfe is defined not by 
positive categories that 
envision a better world, but 
by a preoccupation with 
September 2004 Advacate page5 
Analysis 
Anti-American Sentiment Strong 
Amongst Iraqi Intellectuals 
JAE MYUNG KIM 
How do Iraqi intellectuals view the situation in their coun-
conspiracy on the pretext of weapons of mass destruction 
(WMD), which are in reality non-existent." 
try? What are their opinions toward the US policies that Doubting the Pro-American Interim Government 
dominate the post-Hussein regime? Are they optimistic 
about their future? During my two-week stay in Iraq this Iraqi intellectuals hold a complex view of the interim 
summer, I investigated these questions. How did Iraqi government. On the one hand, they welcome the fact that 
intellectuals view the "transfer of power"? What do they power was transferred from the US occupational force. 
think about the US, the world power which now controls On the other, they point out that most of the cabinet was 
the fate of their nation? filled with pro-Americans who do not properly represent 
I found anti-Americanism among Iraqi intellectuals to Iraqis~although the US excluded prominent pro-
be more serious than I had expected. Most Iraqi intellec- American Ahmed Chalabi who alleged! gave false infor-
tuals 1 spoke with, which included editorial writers, pro- ,mation to "justify" the war. Many Iraqi intellectuals view 
fessors, Islamic priests and artists, revealed strong anti- the interim government as highly limited. 
American sentiment. The general view is that the transfer Professor Emad Al Salem, who teaches political econ-
of power has many limitations, and many believe that Iraq omy in the al-Nahrein University in Baghdad, said that 
has been forced it¥O a subordinate relationship with the "the problem is how much freedom will be given to the 
t:S. E\ en the moderate intellectuals did not hesitate to interim government by the American advisory board 
criticize American pohcy toward Iraq. members or consultants positioned in every governmental 
As is well known, one of main causes of continual anti- department." It is possible that major political decision 
Americanism was the Abu Ghraib scandal. I failed to meet will be ma~e by the advisory board members, and not by 
a single intellectual who believed that in order to root out the Iraqi Ministers. Currently, about 200 US advisory 
the current insurgence, Americans should get information board members are positioned in the 26 departments of 
by any means necc!>sary including by torture. Kassim Al the Iraqi government (including the Department of Oil). Tt 
Scfti, an Iraqi painter who joined a street performance for is not widely known that Paul Bremer, former chief otli-
thc victims uf Abu Ghra1b scandal, accused Americans of cer of the occupational government, issued major admin-
hurting those Iraqis who hold com,ervative view-, on ~ex- istrat1ve orders and made personnel shifts just before leav-
uality He argued, "Those American guy<; in the Abu ing Baghdad on June 28. Such actions will likely to 
Ghraib prison hurt our Islamic pride." restrict the new interim government led by Ayad Allawi, 
I found two exceptions to this critical perspective in as well as the official government that is to be formed by 
Iraqi banker and politician Ahmed Chalabi and Kurdish popular election next year. For example, Bremer appoint-
politician Faraj Al-Haydari. Chalabi, once the favorite son ed the inspectors-general for the 26 departments and 
of the Pentagon and the Washington hawks, still showed legally guaranteed them five year terms. As might be 
his pro-American slant in our interview held at his China expected, they are all sympathetic to American interests 
-li.ouse.at.theJ:,Aansu • ..area..in Baghdad. :'AlJ:houghJ:lu:.te_ ..anA ~o.si,tiQ~~- "C2,_mmu,sion t9 Regulation 
have been some misunderstandings between me and Communications and .Public· Broadcasting" was also 
Washington," he said, "I hope our relationship will filled by Bremer's people. 
improve." Chalabi argued that "all allegations against me, 
including misleading the US in relation to Iraqi WMDs, Skeptical on Oil Sovereignty 
are stupid." 
AI-Haydari, who is deputy chairman of the Baghdad 
branch of the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) argued 
that "American presence in Iraq will be very helpful for 
the reconstruction of post-Hussein Iraq. In Iraq, it is gen-
erally accepted that Kurds are pro-American because they 
have enjoyed political autonomy and economic prosperi-
ty since the end of the first Gulf War in 1991. 
Spokesman for Al-Sadr: "We taught the US lessons" 
Islamic priest Ahmed Al-Shibany, a spokesman for 
Moktada Al-Sadr, whom I interviewed in Najaf, showed 
his disappointment saying, "Last year, we Iraqis had 
hopes after hearing some promises made by the United 
States. Therefore we welcomed the American invaders. 
As time went on, those promises proved false. It became 
clear that they came here to exploit our natural resources, 
and simultaneously, to work for the Jewish interests. 
Despite some sacrifices, the current strife initiated by our 
Mahdi Army is a holy resistance against American 
invaders. By this strife, we are i.ure that we taught them 
some lessons. What kind of lesson? The US cannot 
despise Iraqi pride and its potential to be a great country 
which has much longer cultural tradition than the US." 
Many Iraqi intellectuals predict that the US embassy 
will be powerful. The US embassy in Baghdad has 1,000 
American employees and 700 Iraqi assistants-making it 
the largest US embassy in the world. Hassan Ali Sabti of 
Baghdad University's Department of History is skeptical 
about current US ambassador John Ncgroponte. 
"Negroponte will likely be the real Prime Minister, or 
"American Governor" following Bremer," he said. 
According to Ali Sabti, "the power transfer is deceiving. 
For example, the US army has extraterritoriality. Even if 
they commit felonies such as rape and murder, they won't 
go to the Iraqi court." 
Of all the aspects of the US presence, however, Iraqi 
intellectuals doubt oil sovereignty the most. They did not 
believe that the interim government would protect their 
oil sovereignty so that they could rebuild the nation. 
Professor Hamid Sihav Ahmed of Baghdad University's 
Department of International Studies warned a possibility 
of US oil companies obtaining profits through the use of 
secret dual contracts. 
Finally, some Iraqis still dream of restoring the 
Hussein regime. Suhel Fatlawi, the former Dean of 
Baghdad University's law school, who was evicted from 
the university because he was a high official in the Baath 
party, has reason enough to hate the US. _He openly 
expressed his dream of a Second Revolution initiated by 
the current insurgence. However, the majority- does not 
seem to look forward to a rt:storation of the Hus~ein 
regime. They see it only as the fallen ancien regime. 
Despite widespread anti-Americanism and su,.bsequent 
S"9spicion against American dominance over Iraq, most 
intellectuals look forward to.the post-Hussein e~. 
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The Azzaman Daily News (ADN) is an independent, 
influential media outlet critical of the US occupation. 
Mussana Al Tibakchli, an editor of the ADN, did not hide 
hi!> disappointment in tht: L'S oc~upation: "When 
Americans first came to Baghdad, I and my co-workers 
even had coffee with them. But now we don't meet them 
any more because it is clear that they came here to occu-
py, not to liberate." Adul Al-Qas:.ab, Secretary General of 
Azzaman Center for Strategic Studies, an affiliated insti-
tution of ADN, pointed to the US-Israeli alliance, noting 
that "the historical bond between the US and Israel 
became stronger unde1< the Bush administration, and 
American invasion to Iraq was due to their hegemonic 
Above: Ahmed Chalabi, once the favorite of the neo~ons to lead Iraq. 
Below: Ahmed AI-Shibany, former US supporter who now works for Moktada Al-Sadr. 





NYPD Targets Cyclists During RNC 
ANONYMOUS bikes and get on the sidewalk. Many did so, some casual- cent to Union Square. The riders departed some time 
ly and nonchalantly-lucky for them, because soon police between 11 :30 and 12, and again, people on the sidewalks 
A few days before the Friday, August 27 Critical Mass on foot and scooters and with batons would fill the inter- were overwhelmingly supportive and cheered them on 
bike ride, the NYPD issued a letter to a representative section and others adjacent. What ensued was a chaotic from the start. At some point in midtown, a group of 
from Transportation Alternatives, a bicycle advocacy and tense standoff (riders-surrounded by police-sur- apparent undercover police in plainclothes arrived at the 
group here in the city. The letter warned that cyclists' rou- rounded by riders and bystanders) that lasted hours as rear of the bloc on motor scooters and drove wildly 
tine breaking of traffic laws during the monthly ride police arbitrarily arrested riders and confiscated bikes. towards its front, weaving dangerously between bikes, 
would not be tolerated during the RNC, and requested that Some locked bikes in the vicinity were cut loose by cops and hitting or brushing some cyclists. Once at the front, 
members of Transportation Alternatives essentially help Rl"'/!!~--"'T"'-- -:,:_.,"""""'-:::::::= the plainclothes officers attempted to form blockades on 
police restrain other riders. The letter functioned as a their scooters across intersections at red lights. Riders 
familiar attempt by authorities to divide "good" activists confusedly but obediently waited at the blockades until 
over and against "bad" activists. The NYPD's language lights turned green, at which point the cops still did not 
falsely assumed that Critical Mass is an organization, move themselves, prompting riders to ride around them. 
when in fact it is a semi-spontaneous phenomenon with Inquiries by riders ("What are you doing? Why are you 
(usually) no leaders or pre-planned routes. doing this?") were met with sarcastic answers or no 
Critical Mass rides take place on the last Friday of answers at all. The police never identified themselves as 
every month in hundreds of cities around the world. police or gave riders any directives. 
Cyclists typically take over some traffic lanes, disregard This blockade scenario happened a few times until 
red lights and engage in "traffic calming." It is meant as a finally, at 7th and 37th, the scooter police were supple-
reminder of the need for clean, non-combustion transport mented by a gaggle of uniformed officers on foot who 
and for the rights of its practitioners. Critical Mass is ulti- charged at the bloc, knocking several riders off their 
mately a peaceful statement against the hegemonic and bikes, and boxing it in with orange mesh fences. Some 
environmentally destructive culture of cars. uninvolved bystanders were arrested anq at least one biker 
The "RNC Ride" was perhaps the largest Critical Mass was injured as police knocked him off his bike, breaking 
ever in New York City, as an estimated 6,000 took the his arm. Approximately 80 cyclists were arrested en 
streets on bikes or blades and departed from the usual masse here and were in custody for anywhere from 20 to 
meeting site at north Union Square. As anticipated by the 30 hours or more, at first in the now infamous Pier 57 
NYPD, the mass was larger than its NYC average (1,000- ("Lil' Guantanamo") and then at Central Booking at I 00 
2,000) due to out-of-towners visiting for the anti-RNC Center Street. Riders faced charges including all of the 
protests. The mood was festive in the extreme as many aforementioned violations but also misdemeanors such as 
donned costumes and sounded noise-makers. Bystanders obstruction of governmental administration and reckless 
on the sidewalks were overwhelmingly receptive and sup- endangerment. 
portive, clapping, wooing, and joining in on anti-Bush Bike bloc participants were to later find out, much to 
chants when not actually initiating them themselves. their consternation, that the NYPD had (perhaps illegalJy) 
The ride covered territory throughout midtown and declared a "bike frozen zone" on Sunday August 29th 
downtown, this time not leaving Manhattan. Despite some from 34th to 59th St, west of 6th Avenue. 
police presence on the sidelines, everything was fine until ....... _.__................ There were approximately 400 bike arrests total on the 
the end of the ride. By this time (around 9:30pm), the and confiscated. The smaller contingent that had split off weekend before and during the RNC. Many arrested are 
mass had been split by police into two separate masses: in midtown suffered a similar fate. Approximately 350 still unable to retrieve their bicycles, which are being held 
on~ al?parently ,smaller seg;11ent still ~oving !1ro,!!!1d }n. _ ~ ~~~e arre~te~ and taken j_~~OraI)! cu~.,_ as ,i, e~i,!1~e at ·a ':"_arehou::_e in a remote section o~ 
midtown; and the other, larger segment attempting to tody. Those arrestedfuced viola'16n cfillfges mciii'ii1i'rtr,Jts- lireenpomt,!3rookiyn. 
enter St. Mark's Church on 2nd and 10th for an after- orderly conduct, parading without a permit and failure to 
party. This larger segment formed a largely immobile glut stop at a red light. 
that was stuck in the streets along 2nd Avenue and which On Sunday, August 29, activists put out a call for a bike 
took up approximately three blocks or more. As riders bloc in support of the large, permitted United for Peace 
locked up and slowly trickled into St. Mark's, police lines and Justice march. Bike blocs are contingents of cyclists 
began to approach from the rear-and then all-sides. that assemble to join or support larger marches. About 150 
Alarmed riders yelled for everyone to lock up their cyclists assembled around 11am in a small triangle adja-
This article was submitted by a GC student who was also 
a participant in both bike events. She was arrested in the 
bike bloc action. This article was accepted anonymously 
because the writer is currently involved in legal actions 
against the City. 
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An Interview With Leslie 
Cagan/ National Coordinator of 
United for Peace and Justice 
CONDUCTED BY ANDREW KENNIS AND BENJAMIN DANGL 
Leslie Cagan has been one ofNew York City's most hard-
working activists for decades, and she is currently the 
national coordinator of the anti-war coalition United for 
Peace and Justice (UFPJ). The coalition was the lead 
organization behind the August 29 march against the 
Bush administration that drew up to a half a million peo-
ple. It also organized the largest demonstration in the 
<:ountry during worldwide. protests against Bush's plans to 
invade Iraq on F(l.b!l;!~ry 15~ 2003. 
Cagan has been organizing mass rallies in New York 
City for generations. Back in• 1982, she helped to organ-
ize a major anti-nuclear weapons rally in Central Park 
that 500,000 people attended. Presently, Cagan serves on 
the national board for the nation's most progressive radio 
network, Pacifica. 
During the interview, Cagan was critical of Senator 
Kerry's pro-war stance, but nevertheless admitted that the 
movement would probably slow down and give pause to 
see how Kerry's policies would tum out were he to be 
elected President. Conversely, she said that the movement 
would not slow down if Bush were elected. The contrast-
ing plans of this influential lead organizer of the most 
important anti-war coalition in the country seemingly 
contradicted her criticism that neither candidate was tak-
ing an anti-\Var stance. 
·"fhe-- interview was· conducted-August- 30,-when we 
caught up with Cagan at an un-pennitted rally and march 
organized by the Poor People's Economic Human Right& 
Campaign. 
BD: What are your thoughts on yesterday's protest? 
LC: We're all thrilled by it. It was an outpouring of peo-
ple to say no to the Bush agenda. People came from every 
neighborhood in the city; people came from cities and 
towns all around the country. Our estimate was at least 
500,000 people marched past Madison Square Garden 
delivering their messages. Obviously the Iraqi war and 
occupation was a major issue, but many other issues came 
out yesterday, as we wanted them to. And through that all, 
the 01-ie clear and strong message came through: say no to 
the Bush agenda. 
BD: Were there any problems with the police once it got 
started? 
LC: Yesterday, I must say the police handled themselves 
very well. And I hope that's true for the rest of the week 
from here on out. But my experience and the reports we 
got from different people was that the police actually 
behaved very well. 
AK: What do you think about the Poor People's 
Economic March? They are undertaking civil disobedi-
ence, something that your coalition decided not to· do dur-
ing Sunday's march and not to protest the decision on 
central park. 
LC: Well we certainly did protest the decision around 
Central Park; we worked very hard on that issue. We 
decided not to do that yesterday. We support civil disobe-
dience, there is a long and honored· history in this country 
of civil disobedience, obviously Martin Luther King Jr. 
and the movement he led is obviously the strongest exam-
ple that everybody knows. But many movements have 
used civil disobedience as a legitimate tactic and it's still 
a legitimate tactic just as permitted marches or rallies are 
legitimate tactics. I think the issues with organizers are, 
what tactics are going to work for the message you are 
trying to deliver, are the people you are bringing ready to 
engage in that tactic? There are tactical considerations 
that_ go into deciding which vehicle you are going to use 
for your particular protest. But there is nothing inherently 
better or worse about any given tactic. 
BD: Do you want to comment at all on the fight to get the 
pe_rmit in Central Park, what you guys went through? 
LG: Well, it-was-.a=fight. And the fight for central park is 
not ov~CeriaTnlytliepeopfeinN"ew YofftaregoTngto 
keep fighting for that. What came out in this struggle was 
a much clearer insight into what's going on-and that is 
the privately run and managed central park conservancy 
seems to be setting policy for the park. You know, it is 
supposedly run by the New York City Department of 
Parks and Recreation, but there are private policies put 
into place by the conservancy. These policies are not on 
the website of the parks department, they are not in the 
regulations. So you want to play by the rules, but we don't 
even know what the rules are. 
LC. is in tha 'haus! 
AK: Had the parks department had the final call on that 
do you think they would have been supportive of you? 
LC: I don't know. I do believe that if it was up to the 
police department we would have ended up in C~ntral 
Park; there aren't any vast open spaces in Manhattan out-
side of Central Park. It is the most logical thing to do. So 
I don't know what the Parks Department on its own, with-
out the conservancy would have done, or wanted to do, 
but they would have given in, I think, to the police. I have 
no proof of this, I can't say for sure, but my hunch is that 
behind the scenes, the.police were saying give them the 
park. And the mayor, the mayor used to give a tremen-
dous amount of his own motrey to the ~onservancy. That's 
his cause, that's his space. So the mayor had an interest in 
it too and again certainly complicated by the fact that a 
Republican mayor is hosting a Republican convention in 
a town that is not historically Republican. 
BD: As far as keeping the momentum going do you see 
the momentum after Kerry wins -he is not necessarily an 
anti-war president-do you see the same kind ofmomen-
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tum going after he is elected or do you see it dwindling? 
LC: I think probably right after the election, there could 
very well be either because Bush or Kerry wins, a little bit 
of falling off. If Bush wins people could feel demoralized, 
if Kerry wins some people will think our work is over. 
But I think very quickly people will regroup and realize 
certainly that if Bush wins our movement has to keep 
going. But also if Kerry wins I think people will realize 
that we have to keep pushing him, we would like to not 
have to organize a demonstration saying we say no to the 
Kerry agenda, but ifwe have to in a year or,two or-what~::: ....... 
ever down the road, if we need to organize that kind of  
demonstration· we-will. The. point is we are a mo~emeyi°,t . •·-·---fl-• 
about the issues, and if the issues aren't being resolved by 
0ne president or another one, we are going to be out there. 
This movement is alive, it's strong, it's dynamic, it's cre-
ative and it's not going away. 
AK: Do you have a sense that after a year or two things 
might really change under Kerry; seems like you expect 
that they won't. .. 
LC: I clearly think there is a difference between Bush and 
Kerry on quite a number of issues, especially on quite a 
number of social issues here in this country. On the war, 
Kerry has not been good, so we have to push him. My 
feeling, personally-I am not speaking for the coalition 
now because we don't have a position on this-is that we 
need to get rid of Bush, that's the first thing we need to 
do, we just need to take him out and his whole crowd of 
crimmals. The crimes are not only committed in Iraq, they 
are committed every day in this country when people go 
homeless, and people go hungry and people don't have 
health care, those are crimes against humanity. So we 
need to get rid of that whole bunch, and then we need to 
put the pressure on the new bunch that comes in. Kerry is 
not automatically all of a sudden going to be an anti-war 
president; we have to push him to that. 
AK: Do you think there is a little more danger that Kerry 
might have, in a kind of ironic twist, more cushion 
because of the support he has from the anti-war crowd 
and maybe in a weird tum of events-that could prolong 
the occupation? 
LC: I don't have a crystal ball. I guess that could happen, 
but I just think that what yesterday showed again, is that 
how deep and widespread the anti-war sentiment is. And 
I don't think that sentiment goes away overnight. People 
know that this war was based on a pack of lies. People 
know, better information isn't going to beat that out of 
people's heads. Our job of course as organizers is to help 
keep that momentum going. You know we call it a move-
. ment for a reason, it has its ebbs and flows, sometimes it 
was stronger sometimes it was weaker, we move in and 
out. So there may be a time when it looks like we are a lit-
tle ·weaker. But I think we are not going away. The other 
thing is that when you get a big mobilization, you see the 
strength of the movement, but the work of this movement 
goes on every single day. People are having educational 
forums, people are having vigils, people are lobbying 
their elected officials, people are writing letters to the edi-
tor, people are organizing shipments of humanitarian aid 
to Iraq or whatever. People keep on doing all kinds of 
things every single day and it doesn't always make it into 
the news. That's what the heart and soul of the movement 
is and that's not going to go away. We now have in UFPJ 
Can't on next pag,/ 
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Against the Republicans 
The Merits and Limitations 
of Peaceful Protest 
GERASIMOS KARAVITIS 
The recent RNC related demonstrations invite us to revis-
it the question of whether it is strategically preferable for 
the political Left in the United States to continue staging 
entirely peaceful protests. 
Obviously, the merits of the peaceful mode of protest 
are many, too many to list in an article of this size. 
Nonetheless, three stand out from a purely tactical per-
spective. First, a peaceful protest is likely to draw a 
greater number of people than its violent counterpart 
would, since the likelihood of sustaining a physical injury 
while participating in it is relatively low. On the one 
hand, the potential for gathering a larger crowd means that 
a greater number of people can be politically socialized 
while attending the protest. And while it is true that the 
people who attend the Left's protests have-more often 
than not-already been socialized to support its political 
agenda, their participation in a protest makes them aware 
of the fact that they are not alone, and thus deepens and 
strengthens their ccmvictions. 
On the other hand, the potential to draw a larger crowd 
can translate into outcomes easily interpreted as political 
victories. Consider the following. If the number of people 
marching in the August 29 protest had been twice as large 
as what it actually was, then the official decree that pro-
hibited the protesters from entering Central Park en masse 
after the march, and the police barricades that constrained 
the march within a predetermined course would be de 
facto nullified: the number of people at the protest would 
simply be too great for the police to enforce the aforemen-
tioned constraints at -a low polit-ical -cost• to-the city~-
authorities. 
superiors in the institution he or she serves. This percep-
tion is not totally groundless. It reflects the type of subject 
that the figures with decisionmaking authority in policing 
institutions wish to construct, and often succeed in con-
structing, as the continuum of inhumane acts perpetrated 
by police officers suffices to show. However, the figure of 
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as this status quo helps people like the President and his 
wanton entourage to kill, steal, and lie with impunity, we 
fell prey to an important contradiction, as we failed to 
confront what is perhaps.the most significant set of forces 
behind the unjust political outcomes we profess to oppose. 
I do not wish to imply here that the Left could deal these 
Secondly, though peaceful protest is not the morally 
superior mode of protest by definition, it is represented as 
such in American public discourse, and, presumably, per-
ceived as such by most Americans. Morality is a word 
that the careful observer of life looks upon with vigorous 
suspicion, because what is moral is-more often than 
not--difficult to determine. However, despite its theoreti-
cal elusiveness, morality's political use is an undeniable 
fact: representations of good and evil are careful consid-
ered by all political factions, because all political factions 
recognize that by associating themselves with the most 
commonly espoused representations of good, and by dis-
associating themselves from the most commonly 
espoused representations of evil they increase their capac-
ity to recruit new supporters and consolidating the convic-
tions of their existing ones. When the Left employs the 
peaceful mode of protest, it invests itself wisely in the 
conquest of moral terrain. 
After weeks of fear-mongering by the local press, one of the only instances of 
"violence" at the anti-RNC demos was the burning of a paper mache dragon. 
Thirdly, a peaceful protest permits for the bottom-up 
socialization of the police officer by the protesting mass-' 
es. Many activists view the police officer as an automaton, 
a robotic organ of a headless system, a being incapable of 
receiving messages from anyone other then his or her 
the sadistic robo-cop is generalized at the risk of facilitat-
ing the production of sadistic robo-cops. The fact of the 
matter is that humane police officers who look beyond the 
strictures of their institutions and follow their own under-
standing do exist, and it is of central importance to the 
Left that these individuals are not alienated. Such alien-
ation is likely to be effected, if individuals of this type are 
subjected to acts of violence during political protests, or if 
they come to feel that the uniform they wear is desecrat-
ed. 
In addition to its merits, the peaceful mode of protest 
has some serious limitations. First, it does not directly 
question structures of political authority, or the institu-
tions which underlie configurations of power is a society. 
Those of us who marched in the spaces designated by the 
city authorities gave our tacit consent to the status quo 
relation between state and society in this country. In so far 
Cagan interview (con't) 
almost 900 groups; we have done virtually no outreach, 
no outreach encouraging people to join our coalition. 
People have found us and said, we're a group in Atlanta, 
or we're a group in Bangor, Maine or whatever, we want 
to be a part of a national movement, can we join the_ coali-
tion? That's phenomenal. 
BD: Do you think a lot of the people that were at the 
march yesterday will go home now and be motivated to 
do more? Do you think they will keep on working beyond 
the march? 
people are going to take that home with them. People are 
going to go back into their neighborhoods, back to their 
workplace,s, their .schools, their religious centers, wherev-
er, and they are going to keep doing that organizing. One 
of the most important things is on miy demonstration you 
want to send a clear message. That happened. The second 
thing you want to do is re-energize and keep the move-
ment going. And I think that has happened not only yes-
terday but through this week of activities. 
Andrew Kennis is a student in Political Science and a 
LC: The energy, the spirit and commitment of yesterday- _freelance journalist. 
forces a blow through any repertoire of vandalism or vio-
lence, but only to illuminate the fact that it cannot do so 
through peaceful protest. 
Secondly, contrary to what recent appearances of the 
movement might suggest, the marches staged in the past 
few years have not yet amounted to the formation of a 
counterhegemonic block. I sense that an effort is being 
made to transform the Left's variegated mass into a more 
coherent and empowered whole, but no counterhegemon-
ic block worthy of the name can be said to exist in the US 
today. The existence of a counterhegemonic block 
requires the existence of a unitary political imaginary 
among the overwhelming majority of critical factions, a 
unity which in tum requires the existence of a discourse 
that is extensive and penetrating enough to confront the 
hegemonic discourse which hypostatizes-albeit in dif-
ferent forms and degrees-both the Republican and the 
Democratic party's political agendas. We can begin to 
speak of the formation of a counterhegemonic block only 
when we begin to see the multitudes of protesters acting 
as a united front, and not as a large set of units, seeming-
ly united,. but actually fragmented in the face of a status 
quo that is protected by both of the major parties. 
Finally, there is an ecological issue with regard to the 
peaceful protest, one that is not often discussed. Looking 
at the photos shown by the large New York newspapers, I 
was both impressed by the sight of the recent protests and 
disturbed by how much paper we wasted in the construc-
tion of signs-most of which were simply discarded on 
the streets after the protest. As ecologically conscious 
members of society we should condemn the waste that 
results during our protests, and seek to minimize it. Of 
see Peacet'ul Prote,-t • page 16 




How the Riqht Stole American Music 
or/ A PolitiCal Manifesto for Musicians 
DAN SKINNER 
On April 9, 1999; day 17 of the NATO bombing of 
Yugoslavia, over 3,000 Serbs in Belgrade held a rock con-
cert and guzzled beer on one of the city's main thorough-
fares-the Brankov Bridge-every day and night for 
eleven continuous weeks while bombs fell around them. 
Despite the Pentagon's warning, reported by the BBC, 
that "such action by volunteers would not protect targets 
from NATO action," at the end of the campaign, the 
Brankov was still spanning the Danube. 
The relationship between war and music has always 
been particularly intimate; war is emotionally charged in 
much the same way as great music is. It is reported that a 
French general once said, "Give me a thousand men and 
the Mar._seillaise [the French national anthem] and I will 
guarantee victory." And it was Beethoven, ever on the 
margins, who famously ripped up the dedicatory page to 
his Eroica Symphony, written originally in honor of 
Napoleon, when, in 1804, Napoleon declared himself 
Emperor, which Beethoven recognized as a complete 
betrayal of the spirit of the French Revolution. 
Beethoven's action illustrates an essential theme in the 
relation5hip between music and politics. underscoring the 
dangers of unque:,tioning nationalistic music: the :,amc 
song that mobilizes a nation to seek and defend legitimate 
ideals such as liherte, fraternite and equalite can be used 
to mobilize a nation behind an illegitimate offensive that 
subverts the purported values of a nation. The same songs 
that arouse national sentiment, say, to go to Kabul, can 
also help generate the hubris needed to march into 
place, and perhaps an intentional attempt by the Right to 
redefine "the political." Songs that exalt America and 
(even dubious) American war efforts are apparently no 
longer thought to be political. Instead, the Right would 
like us to consider them, as Simone de Beauvoir would 
' put it, the "unmarked norm." Members of the Right want 
us to hear more of these kinds of songs. These songs are 
good for America. Criticism and dissent from the Left, on 
the other hand, is cast as political bickering, undermining 
Baghdad. Above: Country music star Chris Worley, 
The current American political predicament provides us who argues that the images of Sept. 11 
with an important opportunity to consider the historical shou_ld be played over a11d over again; 
responsibility that musicians-and artists in general- Below: Springsteen, who has decided 
have during times of war. Everybody knows about the that musicians need to do their part in 
important synergy created in the 1960s, when artists like defeating Bush, is heading up 
Bob Dylan and Janis Joplin gave words and melodies to MoveOn.org's :•vote For Change" Tour. 
what was going on~-pohtically,bringmg tens ofthousands ~ 
into the political fold. Similarly, Motown and funk gave 
musical backbone to the civil rights movement, providing 
a soundtrack for action to emancipatory groups like the 
Black Panthers, while spirituals and gospel did the same 
for Martin Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership 
Coun~il. Certainly, Weathermen without Bob Dylan are as 
inconceivable as Communists without the 
"Internationale." 
Said Emma Goldman (allegedly): "If I can't dance, I 
don't want to be in your revolution." Filling this need on 
the streets today we see a welcomed presence of marching 
bands and street ~heater troupes, all giving energy to 
protests, infusing political activism with a much needed 
human dimension, and proving that non-mainstream 
social activists depend on music just as much as a formal 
nation needs-an anthem. Thankfully, organizations such as 
PunkVoter and Bands Against Bush have begun to fill a 
much need void, but it is interesting that such organiza-
tions are needed. Bob Dylan, after all, didn't become 
political; Bob Dylan was political from the beginning. 
As assuredly as music is timeless, we will always need 
musicians to be politically active. Since Bush's signature 
foreign policy initiative- - the "war on terror" was set in 
motion, a strange cacophony of complaints has come from 
the American Right: They assert that "we shouldn't listen 
to musicians for their politics"-citing as radical and 
threatening performers as Linda Rondstadt and the Dixie 
Chicks who have dared to speak out-and that musicians 
should "just stick to playing music." But when country 
musicians like Martina McBride and Darryl Worley chum 
out frothy patriotic paeans focusing on themes of 
America's selfless crusade for "freedom" during this 
"time of terror," their efforts are deemed acceptable, even 
necessary. The problem here, if it's not just another exam-
ple of classic Republican flip-flopping, must be a seman-
tic distinction between the ideas of"patriotism" and "pol-
itics." 
If patriotism is not a form of political action, then what 
is it? A religious movement? A curious distinction indeed. 
A closer look indicates that a rhetorical shift is taking 
the sanctity of our nation as a whole, and so bas no place 
m music. 
Remember when we burned The Beatles because they 
were "bigger than Jesus"? Dixie Apparatchiks, anyone? 
Music, at least for the Right, is reserved for celebration 
and affirmation. Like most of their party platform, ·it-is 
humorless, unreflective and overzealous. One can no 
longer, as Bruce Springsteen did, wear the American flag 
on a pair of Levi's jeans unless one is singing sans tongue-
in-cheek about Independence Day and freedom; and most 
Americans seem to have forgotten that flying one's flag 
upside down is not a careless mistake, nor is it an admis-
sion of treason, but is, in fact, a form of conscious protest, 
the most pure form of patriotism there is. 
Ironically enough, American political music seems 
capable only of serving the .same role as the Ma;seillaise 
did over 200. years ago, with country music in particular 
serving as drum and fife for the modem political era. How 
many young Americans will go out and register for the 
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army after hearing "Have You Forgotten?" by Darryl 
Worley, whose insatiable hunger for images of terroriim 
and destruction are at the center of his Number One 
song?: 
They took all the footage off my TV 
Said it's too disturbing for you and me 
It'll just breed anger that's what the experts say 
If it was up to me I'd show it every day 
Some people say we're looking for a fight 
After 9/11 man, I'd have to say they're right!" 
Like the Marsellaise, our patriotic music is leading the 
way in fueling the "war on terror" by pumping up 
America to take on the "terrorists"-as though the 
American military is fulfilling some historically predeter-
mined mission against some ancient and perpetual f01m of 
evil. This music insists that we're stronger and better than 
the rest, and that we have God on our side-only a shy 
step away from ·Michael Moore's suggestion in the 1990s 
that America, in 3n attempt to rival Great Britain, should 
call itself "The Big One." Instead of appealing to our 
humanity and helping us to see past revenge, to seek a 
rational solution to the complex problems facing us, 
American political music has largely become a tool to 
promote endless war, much as the· image of George 
Washington becomes advertisement clipart for car dealer-
ships on President's Day. (Incidentally. Worley doesn't 
seem as interested in images of Iraqi paraplegics or chil-
dren with their eyes sliced by shrapnel.) 
Still, as has often been the case with American partisan 
strategies, the Right has done a better job at surrounding 
their views with a completesaesthetic than--i1.as·the"beft. 
There is currently no soundtrack for American progres-
sive politics; there are no songs to sing together or march 
to, no musical culture for the times. Instead of relevant 
and timely lyrics, we have an old chest filled with tired 
chants that don't even, rhyme ("The people united will 
never'bedel'eated! •~Huh?)".'° ..A- • 
The vibrant role music played in the anti-war and ci.vil 
rights protests has not been repeated during this war, when 
the US so badly needs some courageous voices with the 
ability to attract the media spotlight. Where were musi-
ci~ns during the protests in February 2003, for instance, 
before the bombing oflraq commenced? Youth look up to 
musicians. Will Darryl Worley and Martina McBride be 
the Bob Dylan or Ario Gutherie of this generation? What 
does Korn think about the invasion oflraq? Are they like 
Britney Spears, who thinks we should just "trust the 
President"? 
The "America: Tribute to Heroes" concert, held a few 
days after September 11, was both the best and the worst 
of times for American music. It was great to see musicians 
raising money for those families who needed it, and for 
honoring those who gave their lives to save others, but a 
dangerously unquestioning tone of political discourse was 
established that night. One couldn't help but wonder: did-
n't Bob Dylan or Neil Young, or perhaps some of the hip-
per, younger groups, have anything real to say? Young's 
rendition of John Lennon's "Imagiue:• ~as potp.ing short 
ofbriliiant, but there was a naivete about _pis playing it. It 
seemed that the only songs available to comment on the 
world today were those from yesterday, and music as 
protest had been reduced to sentimentality, of a longipg 
for a day when musicians really cared, and so much so 
that they became de facto leaders of political movements. 
In contrast, there is nothing sentimental about the Right 
wing's hawkish rhetoric today, which mind-numbingly 
repeats that the US wants peace while "the terrorists" 
want war. As Bush has told us time and time again, "this 
is a new kind of war"-which means that those who 
oppose it, and those who care to speak out against it, are 
going to need a new kind of response. Historically, music 
has provided this kind of support and comfort to those 
brave enough to dissent, and always helps us remember 
our history. But, there was no "one, two, three, what are 
we fighting for?" on that night of "Heroes"-only Billy 
Joel, who apparently was still in a provincial "New York 
see American Music , page 16 
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Ana-/ysis 
Why Are the Olympians 
Laughing at Us? 
GERASIMOS KARAVITIS 
A few days after the commencement of the 2004 Olympic 
Games, the Greek police received a call from anonymous 
parties who claimed to have planted a bomb in the office 
building of SEGAS (The Greek National Track and Field 
Federation). Immediately, the city's authorities evacuated 
the SEGAS office building, and sent in the bomb squad, 
with the usual drama that such an initiative entails. By the 
end of the day, however, and much to the delight of most 
Greeks, the threat had proved empty, if by the word 
"bomb" one means an explosive device with the capacity 
to destroy material objects. Instead, the bomb squad's 
investigation lead only to the discovery of a piece of raw 
meat with a number of medical syringes planted in•it, and 
a note beside the uncanny symbol which read: "the way 
that sport has become today, it is unreasonable to expect a 
clean [dope-free] Olympic games." 
Regardless of how one feels about the moral stature and 
pofitical efficacy of such a farce, one must give at least 
some credit to the anarchist group that claimed responsi-
bility for it. The written statement that accompanied the 
symbolic piece of meat bore the mark of truth, for, as they 
stand today, the Olympic Games are first and foremost an 
institution in a global capitalist regime that unscrupulous-
ly sacrifices the bodily and spiritual integrity of athletes 
on the altar of financial profit. 
medals-by the athletes representing it in competition; in 
other words, the second condition is satisfied when the 
arms of the systems succeed in convincing the citizenry-
audience of Greece, or Iraq, or the United States, for 
example, that their wishes for victory can indeed be satis-
fied by the athletes that Greece, Iraq, and the United 
States respectively have fielded. 
Given the fact of nationalism, the first condition is sat-
isfied without much ado. The satisfaction of the second, 
however, is more complex. For what happens if the arms 
of the system succeed in convincing the citizenry-audi-
ence of each affected nation state that its athletes can 
bring it some honor, and, when all is said and done, the 
relevant athletes have failed to satisfy their citizenry-audi-
ence's wish? Given the fact that victory in athletic compe-
tition is precarious (since i~ sport-no matter what polit-
ical machinations might be employed to guarantee certain 
outcomes-the favorites don't always win and the under-
dogs don't always lose), the arms of the system must also 
f 
duction of heroes has come to require the breaking of 
records and-the achievement of"great" victories. Without 
these, there is no way to maintain the citizenry-audience's 
inculcated need for the sight of spectacular overmen and 
overwomen. On the other hand, however, the antithetical 
effort for clean games is also explicable in the context of 
hero-production, for in the popular consciousness a hero 
cannot be someone who outdoes his or her opponents 
because he or she has a political or medical advantage, but 
must do so because he or she is endowed with the right 
combination or natural ability, acquired skill, and will-
power. Justifiably or not, the citizenry-audience refuses to 
consume "wicked" heroes; on occasion, it might stand 
indifferent toward their moral stature, but it seeks, for the 
most part, to i:ead into their achievements the general tri-
umph of good over evil, the triumph of the good sports-
people over the cheaters. 
Now, one may object to the critical tone of the present 
analysis by pointing Jo the many social merits and psy-
chological rewards of the Olympic Games. Even while 
recognizing the steroid P,roblem, one might argue that the 
Olympic Games bring the world together in a grand cele-
bration, and propagate the vision of a united world; or, 
that they entail great economic rewards for the host coun-
try; or, that they promote the spjritually elevated Cultural 
Olympiad and Paralympic Games. 
,,. . While these thoughts are, on some level, appealing, I 
L 
How and why does -this sacrifice- occur? €onsider the 
prime social effect of the Olympic Games: the production 
of heroes through the strategic manipulation of the multi-
tude's emotions. Despite the innumerable components· 
involved in this highly profitaJ:,lt;.I?rodustion rocess, its 
o,perational logic-is acfua1fy qu1te ~mpfe. e ·corporate 
sponsors of the games, in collaboration with the global 
and. local media and the na_tional governments of each 
country (I will henceforth refer to this tripartite set of 
actors as "the arms of the system") are assiduous in pro-
ducing or activating wishes of a certain type in the part of 
the global citizenry that watches, listens to, reads about, 
or, more generally, attends the Olympic Games (I will 
henceforth refer to this part of the global citizenry as "the 
citizenry-audience"). Ultimately, this large-scale process 
of wish production and activation is followed by a large-
scale process of wish fulfillment, from which the arms of 
the system ultimately make their profits. 
M cannot feel the--enthusiasm they purport to generate. The 
putative merits of the Olympic Games are far from self-
evident. In light of the number of -armed conflicts happen-
ing around the world today, I find it hard to believe that 
the Olympic Games have had any significant effect in 
1 "M'mb"M's·tog!!tttcr.Mm-euver,iHs-by.: I 
In order for the production and activation of wishes to 
be successful, at least two conditions must be satisfied. 
The first is that the individual member of the citizenry-
audience (i.e. the individual person) is made to identify 
with a certain set of athletes, usually the ones represent-
ing his or her nation: for, if the individual member of the 
citizenry-audience cannot be made to identify with a set 
of athletes, then he or she cannot be'induced to feel like a 
part of their successes, and, consequently, is less open to 
emotional manipulation. The second condition is satisfied 
when the arms of the system succeed in convincing the 
citizenry-audience of each nation that its wi~h for victory 
can be attained-to various degrees, depending on what 
potential the athletes of a given nation have for winning 
promise (in a subtle and powerful way) that they will pun-
ish (via exclusion, demonization, or-worst of all-
demystification) those athletes who fail to satisfy the wish 
for national victory. (We see this, for instance, in the US 
media's representation of the 4x100 men:s relay team as a 
losing team, even though the team won a silver metal and 
lost the gold by only a·fraction-of a second; or in its reJ>-
resentation of the US men's basketball team as an ensem-
ble of overpaid and quasi-anti-patriotic superstars, even 
though this ensemble of men won a very respectable 
bronze metal; or in the reaction that we might exp.ect the 
media to have had in the event that Michael Phelps came 
back to the US with only one gold metal.) This way, even 
------------------------, if the citizenry-audience is not satisfied by its ath-
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letes, it can be satisfied by witnessing the punishment 
of those who did not satisfy it, and the arms of the 
system can still profit. 
Without the production of heroes, the l}1odern 
Olympic Games would be useless or, at least, of con-
siderably less utility to the global capitalist regime. 
The production of heroes helps the mechanism of 
global capitalism deepen (by increasing the intensity 
of the wishes felt by the individual consumer) and 
broaden (by expanding markets worldwide through. 
the deification of strategically chosen bodies) their 
political influence. 
And it is the production of heroes that promotes the 
contradictory ends of anabolic steroid use and the 
effort to rid the games of it. On the one hand, the pro-
no means necessary that the nation which hosts the 
Olympic Games ben~.fi!s fro!1) hosti_ng them: Greece now 
has a seven-billion-euro deficit to pay off, and, given that 
the aid it will be receiving from the European Union will 
not surpass the three million mark, most Greeks are 
expecting a very hot autumn. Finally, the Cultural 
Olympiad and the Paralympics are shunned to such a 
degree that it is quite difficult to speak of them as global 
events. The audiences for the Paralympics, especially, 
consist of the families and friends of the athletes, and of a 
few individuals with an exemplary understanding of and 
love for the athletic spirit. If the Olympic movement was 
as genuinely interested in serving the athletic spirit as it 
professes tcf be, it would integrate the "Paralympics" and 
the "Olympics" into one schedule, and just call it all 
"Olympics." 
The modern Olympic Games are first and foremost an 
institution of capitalism. Today, the spectacle of sport 
functic,ms like a new religion, like another opium of the 
Jjeople. The artns of the system are industrious in produc-
ing illusions and blinding the citizenry-audience with the 
artificial glow of artificial heroes. The spirit of authentic 
competition has be~n prostituted to the lustful dance of 
anabolic steroids, poJitical intrigues, and nationalistic 
ejaculations.Any honest'operation to ':clean" the.Olympic 
Games would require nothing less that a radical reform of 
global capitalism. As it stamls, our celebration is a sham. 
The Olympians watch our hypocritical attempts to wor-
ship them, and laugh. 
Gerasimos Karavitis studies Political Theory at the 
Graduate Center 
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GLBTQITF etc 
· Love Without Borders 
Celebrated in the Holy Land 
ANTONIA LEVY 
Streets lined with rainbow flags, filled with shirtless mus-
cle-boys with side-locks-in the Middle East? As I read 
the invitation to the seventh annual Gay Pride Parade in 
Tel Aviv this past summer, I realized just how limited my 
knowledge was of the situation of gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and transsexual people in the Holy Land. More focused on 
the ever-newsworthy Israeli-Arab conflict, I had assumed 
that LGBT rights was a minor issue on Israel's busy polit-
ical agenda, only to discover that equality for gays and 
lesbians sits at the heart of several of the country's politi-
cal, cultural, and ethnic fissures. 
Public discourse on these issues fi,ally took off in the 
late 1980s, with remarkable success:, after decriminalizing 
homosexuality in 1988, the Knesset made several impor-
tant decisions concerning gay rights. In 1992, anti-gay 
discrimination in the workplace was banned; one year 
later gays and lesbians were accepted for military service 
in Israeli Defense Forces (IDF). When the popular Israeli 
transgendered singer Dana International won the 
Eurovision Song Contest in 1998 and was subsequently 
made honorary ambassador by the Knesset, issues regard-
ing transgendered people entered the Israeli gay agenda. 
The same year, Michal Eden won a seat in the Tel Aviv 
City Council, becoming Israel's first openly homosexual 
elected official. Furthermore, both the Supreme Court and 
the military have recognized same-sex domestic partners 
as eligible for spousal benefits. 
With the achievement of rights and recognition, the 
Israeli gay community has begun to address concerns 
about the rights of other minoi;_ities in the country, espe-
cially gay Arabs. If the situation for gay people in Israel is 
at times hostile, it can be downright deadly for those liv-
ing in the occupied territories, where the punishment for 
rainbow flags along the streets of the parade. A group of 
ultra-Orthodox Jews held counterdemonstrations, signs 
condemning the march were placed throughout Jerusalem 
and several politicians who participated in the parade also 
received threats. 
Nevertheless, about 3,000 people, some in full drag, 
marched through Jerusalem's city center on the day of the 
parade. Some wore large rabbit ears, as reaction to a well-
known Kabalistic rabbi's remark that gays are "subhu-
mans" who will be reincarnated as "rabbits and bunnies." 
Under the banner "Love.without Borders," the march was 
less a parade than a protest against intolerance and oppres-
sion. Despite heavy police protection and many support-
ers lining the streets, marchers were heckled by mainly 
Orthodox Jews, called abominations, and ·blamed for 
inciting the wrath of God. 'These reactions show how con-
troversial the issue of gay rights remains for certain seg-
ments of Israeli society. Those who saw Sandi 
Dubowski's sensitive film "Trembling Before G-d" know 
how seemingly impossible a resolution of this discrepan-
cy of opinions can be in view of an Orthodox feaaing of 
Torah and Talmud. 
The Gay Pride Parade in Tel Aviv, organized by Israel's 
Association of Gay Men, Lesbians, Bisexuals and 
Transgenders (AGUDAH), displayed the happy and toler-
ant side of the Shekel. United under this year's motto, 
"Pride Families," tens of thousands of homosexuals, 
transsexuals, bisexuals and heterosexual supporters-esti-
mates range from 70,000 to over 100,000-turned out for 
a peaceful, exhilarating'march in the MiddTetast sinnmer 
heat. The colorful floats, provocatively dressed dancers 
and pounding music recalled happenings on New York's 
Fifth Avenue or in Berlin's Tiergarten, rather than the 
heavily protected event actually taking place. With open 
support from state and municipal officials such as deputy 
mayor Yael Dayan and Justice Minister YosefLapid, the 
parade radiated an atmosphere of acceptance and confir-
mation, provoking Israel's major leftist newspaper, 
I-la' arcta, to anmmncc, "today, gay is=in . , ~ :and many gays 
feel their war is won." 
homosexual acts within the Arab --------------------'------------. 
Relatively speaking, and especially considering its geo-
graphic location, Israel has made great strides toward 
establishing meaningful gay and lesbian -rights. A short 
historical outline: In 1975, AGUDAH was founded as 
lsraelZs first gay organization, mainly by immigrants froU1. 
Western countries influenced by the gay liberation move-
ments of the I 960s. During its first decade, it served as a 
support and social group rather than a political organiza-
tion. This was mainly due to Israel's pressing s1rcurity 
problems and the ongoing Zionist revolution-which 
sought to create a "New Jew", emphasizing family life 
and reproduction-barred for many years the discussion 
of a variety of other social problems, including gay .and 
lesbian rights. 
communities is death. This situation 
has prompted Jerusalem Open 
House- (JOH), a gay community 
center, to work with the Israeli gov-
ernment to secure visas for perse-
cuted gay Arabs, and to extend its 
outreach ·irrrd~port (o ill~ 
community with a specially 
assigned Open House Palestinian 
outreach coordinator. Other gay 
activists iink- their complaints to 
Israeli oppression of Palestinians, 
like t~C....gtll\W.. "~vi~ Sh.'.chprf' 
(Dirty,Laundry) that ptotested dur-
ing the Tel Aviv parade with signs 
reading "There is no pride in occu-
pation". ft seems that "the only reaf 
opposition to gay rights stems from 
religious political parties and 
Orthodox religious authorities, 
which refuse to yield on issues of same-sex marriage or 
the ordination of gay rabbis. 
Is this a sign of Western openness and tolerance? 
Maybe not. Alternative explanations of this phenomenon, 
even from within the LGBT community, point to the fun-
damental conflicts in the Holy Land. "The ultimate sexu-
al taboo in Israel is sex between Jews and Arabs,,not sex 
between those of the same sex," concludes one academic 
study cited by Hagai El-Ad, director of Jerusalem Open 
House. Similarly, the atmosphere in Tel Aviv appears to be 
gay-friendly, but many activists still see Israeli society as 
homophobic, "a super-racist society that refuses to accept 
the Other in any way," according to Rami Hasman, former 
chairman of the Committee to Fight AIDS. 
This analysis seems to hold when comparing the seem-
ingly undisturbed gayness of the Pride Parade in Tel Aviv 
to the events accompanying the same event in the coun-
try's conservative capital. The LGBT community in 
Jerusalem celebrated its third annual Pride Parade at the 
beginning of June and encountered very different reac-
tions from the event in Tel Aviv. 
Already at the first Pride Parade two years ago, the 
High Court of Justice h!id to force _the pre_dominantly 
Orthodox Jewish city to provide services to organizers, 
including police protection_. This year, the,city's first ultra-
Orthodox mayor Uri Lupolianski permitted the parade at 
the beginning of the month--and had to be assigned two 
bodyguards by the Secret Service becaus~ of death threats 
from ultra-religious groups, which were particularly upset 
that a homosexual event had been allowed in the Holy 
City. But the mayor's support was not as all-embracing as 
his decision might imply. Members of JOH, which organ-
ized the parade, complained about a decrease in municipal 
support, and tried in vain to have the city hang the usual 
page Ii! Advocate September i!DD4 
Despite these events--or perhaps because of them-the 
Holy City will be the setting for .another and even bigger 
staging of Gay Pride, this time international in scope. At 
their annual conference in 2003, the International 
Association of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender 
Pride Coordinators (lnterPride) selected Jerusalem to host 
WorldPride in 2005. According to InterPride, WorldPride 
is "a unique event that is decided upon ... when needs are 
present and is used to bring change where it's most need-
ed, to carry a special message and/or to have a global 
impact." The first WorldPride event was held in 2000 in 
Rome, where it drew approximately 400,000 people from 
around the world and became the largest gay event ever 
held in the Eternal City. The organizers hope that the ten 
day festival in Jerusalem, which will be held under JOH's 
slogan "Love without Borders," will have a similar effect. 
Suzanne Girard, co-president of InterPride, said: "We 
want to send a message to the world that our struggle tran-
_scends borders and encompasses all faiths. Through this 
celebration, we wish to embrace all world communities in 
the search for recognition and acceptance". 
WorldPride will present an enormous challenge to a city 
"that 1!as se~p,j-,000'y~ar~ ot/ulfiira1;:'ethqi~igious 
division, and is governed today by a mayor who heads an 
almost exclusively religious coalition and has pledged to 
maintain the delicate secular-religious status quo. But this 
same city, home to the holy sites of three world religions, 
has ever again proven its ability to promote tolerance and 
inclusion. 
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DOMINIC WETZEL 
Imagine hundreds of radical queer punks and anarchists 
converging in an abandoned "former chocolate-factory-
turned-squat with a bridge running through the first floor, 
facing a quiet canal in Amsterdam. Sounds like a queer 
paradise, right? 
As an annual, migratory, international, mainly urban-
centered gathering, in some ways Queeruption could be 
viewed as an international queer social forum. However, 
we should note the large representation and high econom-
ic status of the mainly white, North American and 
European queers who attended. 
Governed by a Do-It-Yourself approach, the gathering 
consisted of workshops, sharing skills, incredible vegan 
food, a plethora of cultural performances, and even occa-
sional political actions. Over a hundred mattresses had 
been stockpiled and were,rolled out for the attendees' 
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up several floors of the cavernous six-story building. 
Any attendee could list a workshop, and everyone was 
encouraged to do so. Curiously, many of them occurred 
hours or even days later than scheduled (but man,,the bud 
in those coffee shops· was good!)~ Somehow, everyone 
found each other and the workshops happened. 
Several workshops focused on the creation of queer 
squats around Europe, and mairtly in Amsterdam and 
Barcelona. With the chilly climate for such activities in 
the US, it makes a New Yorker envious. Other skill-shar-
ing workshops included amateur tranny porn-making, net-
working for sex workers, and various discussion groups 
addressing race, class, ableism (prejudice against the dis-
abled), cultural exclusivity and transphobia both in the· 
queer community and in wider political contexts. 
One "action" - an anti-fascist demonstration against an 
anti-semitic, fascist demonstration against US aggression 
- put this particular "American" in jail. Ironically, I was 
booked at The Hague, the center of the International 
\ 
Criminal Court from which Bush and his war cronies have 
wanted special US exemption. Standing in for Bush, 1 
guess, I wasn't treated so bad. It's the only place in the 
world where the police will give you fresh coffee, ciga-
rettes, and safe-keep your drugs in a plastic baggy for you 
to pick up on your way out. Another action protested 
refugee detention centers. 
Night themes included a performance night, full of 
queer punk bands, drag performances and performance 
troupes, a film night, full of mostly amateur films, as well 
as a radical sex party (grr ... ). 'Queeruptions are planned 
for Sydney in February and possibly in Barcelona next 
summer. Check ouMhe website www.queeruption.org for 
more info. 
Dominic Wetzel is a student in the PhD program in 
Sociology. 
Love, Art & Hate (L to R): Not the DS_C party; the Afrika squat where Queeruption VI was held; a counter-demonstration 
against an anti-US fascist rally. 
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I haven't even 
noticed it, to 
tell you the 
truth. I don't 
have a prob-
lem with ads 
on the scaf-
folding as 





Hispanic and , 
Luzo-Brazilian 
Studies 
I think they are 
REALLY perti-
nent to both me 
and the GC. The 
scaffolding is 
good to lock 
bikes to, but it 
blocks out the 
sun and makes 
the GC even 
~~-_..Mliiiw more depressing. 
Didn't the license Yizhou Jiang, 
Anthropology 
expire last May? 
.____.. ____ ..... -·~uff-erts-' 
Joe Sramek, 
History 
I feel like its 
just part of 
the city we 
live in. A 
lot of NYC 1s 
, , just bill-
.",, , boards, but 
11/1\ 
................... ' that's just 
Lisa Siegel, 
Liberal Studies 
the way it 
is ... 
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Reviews/Analysis 
Film Review: 
"Hijacking Catastrophe: 9/1f Fear and 
the Selling of American Em.pire'' 
Directed by Jeremy Earp and Sut Jhally 
PAUL MCBREEN 
Hijacking Catastrophe is a film that adds to a growing 
sub-genre of documentary: the anti-Bush agenda film. 
This film joins others with titles such as Breaking the 
Middle East. The resemblances between the writings of 
that time and today's reality are sometimes uncanny: the 
Project for the New American Century even admitted that 
its grand plans would need "a new Pearl Harbor" to be 
activated. 
Silence: Truth and Lies in the 
War on Terror (John Pilger), 
Uncovered: the Whole Truth 
about the Iraq War (Robert 
Greenwald) and Fahrenheit 
~~-' -~~,>;•~ ~ ~•"'--. -'~ J~• ···.~ ... 
\·,µ({qc~i(ig <Jla~iis~roj1l!~J~. i,iow p,l_aii~-~'-at~ '. 
It is true that the 
subject matter of 
these films is 
beginning to over-
l a p-e spec i.a 11 y 
:. :\·:· :. @i~eiini Nili"ag~/22-~E~ 12tlLStre~t:· : : : ·.,'. 
~ S > • .. :~! •~ •-:.: • • d ' • • • • • • ~. / "' ~.• ..., ' < C ,_ , ':. • •• ,~~ 
9/11 (Michael Moore). These films are ground-breaking 
in their numbers and·in the fact that the subject matter is 
highly contemporary with their releases. 
Hijacking Catastrophe utilizes numerous personal 
interviews, a technique that mirrors other films in the anti-
Bush sub-genre. In Hijacking, we see interviews with spe-
cialists in a wide range of fields: journalism (Robert 
Jensen, Professor of Journalism at the University of 
Texas), policy analysis (William Hartung, World Policy 
Institute) and politics (Tom Daschle, Senator from South 
Dakota). We also hear from activist writers (Norman 
Mailer, Norm Chomsky), an NGO director (Kevin 
Danaher of Global Exchange) and the retired military 
official turned whistleblower Lt. Col. Karen Kwitakowski 
among others. Their message is clear: the events of 
September 11, 200 I provided a green light for plans long-
drafted but previously unrealized. 
The documentary revisits the Wolfowitz Doctrine, pub-
Ji,_hed during th.: first Bush admini~tration. Thi.., theme 
aho appears in John Pilger', Breaking the Si!cm·e where 
since interviews with the same specialists are appearing in 
multiple films, e.g. Scott Ritter, former UN weapons 
inspector. However, Hijacking also offers some new 
information. For instance, the film asserts that the sup-
posed military "control" America holds over Afghanistan 
and Iraq exi!it only in American media. At best, parts of 
Kabul and Baghdad are under control, along with some 
other key cities, but for the most of Iraq and Afghanistan 
are not under America's-of anyone else's---control. A 
map showing the military bases established m 
Afghanistan reveal that the bases are clustered along tbe 
route of a natural gas pipeline being built by the company 
Unocal. Bringing Afghanistan under control is irrelevant 
as long as the tribes who inhabit the territories crossed by 
the pipeline are brought into line. This film also provides 
a historical perspective on the consolidation of American, 
power after the collapse of the Soviet Union. It claims that 
the so-called neo-conservatives were already at work in 
the early Reagan administration drafting plans for inva-
sion that needed only a new Pearl Harbor. 
Regarding the theater, Cinema Village is an excellent 
venue for foreign films, documentaries of all sorts, and 
non-mainstream movies in general. Of special interest to 
students is the student discount offered there (seven dol-
lars with a student ID). 
Paul McBreen is DSC Co-Chair for Communications and 
a student PhD program in Classics. 
... ~e ~ee all..lnl.!.J:.Yiew with a funner B.J1sh.J..ruhnini:stin 
official who claims·that-Wolfowitz and the neo-cons-were-
dismi~ed as "crazie(' at_,theAim'1_ with their talk o(,:>r~ 
emptive strikes and multi-arena warfare. The Project for 
the New American Century, a neo-conservative think 
tank, published their platform in September 2000 and this 
incorporated much of the earlier Wolfowitz Doctrine. 
Today, tbe same cabal formerly dismissed as extremists is 
in full control and their agenda is US military dominance 
the world over-beginning with Iraq. Removal of 
Saddam Hussein was a key point since the W olfowitz 
Doctrine .in establishing the appropriate bases in the 
9/11 detainees (and their families) who appeared in Persons of Interest. 
Tear Him for His Bad Verses 
JACOB KRAMER 
In ·Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, shortly after Marc 
Antony's rousing speech, an angry mob confronts a poet 
in the street. When he tells them his name - Cinna - they 
decide that he is one of the conspirators and resolve to 
"tear him to pieces." He protests that he is not Cinna the 
conspirator, but Cinna the poet. The crowd's reaction is 
unhesitating and remorseless. His claim is not disputed. In 
fact, it is conceded. But one of them simply manufactures 
a reason to proceed with the lynching: "Tear him for his 
bad verses!" And Cinna is summarily slain. 
This is Shakespeare at one of those shame-inducing 
moments where he is almost baroque in his portrayal of 
something at once tawdry and humorous. Moreover, it 
seems to be a scene that does nothing to advance the plot 
and couid be left out of a production to-save time. 
But it was at precisely such moments that Shakespeare 
tipped his hand. The murder of Caesar brought about an 
acute political crisis, and once the crowd had been stirred 
to anger, satisfaction of the basic desire to achkvc 
revenge was mor~ important than procedural justice. If the 
crowd killed the wrong person, even if th.::y kriew they 
were killing the \,\,f0ng pen,on, it wuuld i,tIII !,Cive to sat-
isfy their thirst for blood, which was primary. This misdi-
rected passion among the people in the streets was the 
beginning of the violence that bloomed into a massive 
civil war. 
Writing during the Renais~ance, Shakespeare was pro-
foundly concerned with naming and the possibilities of 
altering hereditary or ascribed social roles. But we can 
also interpret Shakespeare in ways that are relevant to our 
own time. Why did John Kerry feel compelled to say that 
he would have voted for the authorization of the use of 
force in Iraq even if he knew then what he knows now-
that there were no weapons of mass destruction, that there 
was no cooperation between Saddam Hussein and Al 
Qaeda, and that there was no involvement of Iraq in the 
September 11 attacks? One explanation that can be reject-
ed out of hand is that he thought it was the truth. The only 
reason the "force resolution" was introduced into the 
Senate was because Hussein was purportedly refusing to 
comply with weapons inspectors. That he was personaliy 
a "bad man" had no bearing on whether or not the US 
could use force in Iraq. If it had already been known that 
Hussein did nut have weapon!, of mass destruction, there 
would not have been a reason to introduce such a resolu-
tion, much le!,!, a compdling case in favor of one. 
Tht: much morn plaui,iblt: reason b that Kerry believed 
that if he stated otherwise, he would lose the presidential 
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election. The war in Iraq was initially popular because 
people wanted the causes of September 11 to be personi-
fied so that bloody revenge against the person responsible 
could be exacted. Hussein is an Arab, a brute and a dicta-
tor, and for this purpose, he was close enough. 
The war has since become much less popular, with a 
majority of A..'11ericans believing that it was a mistake. But 
that does not mean they wish to be confronted or to have 
the incongruity oftheir views pointed-out. j,Verc-Kerry to 
say that he would not have voted for the war, he would in 
effect be telling Americans that they were attac]s:ing Cinna 
the poet. That they.al~ad~kn2_'Y-,1]11::1,!_pjw the_'c~~e.'¥oµid 
only exacerbate the affront. ·, - -~- " • 
Like Marc Antony, Bush understands how lo appeal to 
emotions. He also understands that rationai discourse 
about Iraq, September 11, or the response to it is not nec-
essarily of overriding importance when it comes to the 
public mood. Bush i:s in effect an inciter-of-tlre-molr. When 
he said that despite all the subsequent disclosures he 
would still have supported going to war because the world 
is better off\\ ithout Hussein, he in ef.fcct suggested fo the 
crowd, "Tear him for his bad verses." 
~ . 
Jacob Kramer is a student in the PhD program in History. 
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DSC wetcotnes-Yout 
(con't from 1) 
merly located at that hospital. This association provides 
many benefits: test results are analyzed at Mt. Sinai and 
Ms. Clancy's malpractice insurance is covered by her 
union. The DSC has been put on notice repeatedly by 
Student Affairs that this relationship will not be renewed 
as the bio-medical program is no longer located at Mt. 
Sinai. In fact, Student Affairs has ruled out contributions 
to health services after this academic year. Presumably, 
this budget cut will apply even if the nurse continues to 
practice here beyond the current academic year. The DSC 
has to make a difficult choice: pay the remainder of her 
salary; pay her only for part-time work; or lastly, pay no 
nurse at all. 
The DSC believes that health services at a public insti-
tution are the responsibility of the administration, not the 
students. Furthermore, we believe the administration 
should allocate the funds to cover health services, and 
they should do it now. At the very least, the current con-
tribution by Student Affairs should be allocated in its 
budget to serve as a safety net while new arrangements 
are worked out over the next few academic years. Since 
the future of health services are uncertain, we could be 
faced with the prospect of having no services at all. One 
year is hardly_ sufficient time to survey student need and 
find the means· of implementing new arrangements. 
The DSC Website 
We invite all students to visit our website, which con-
tains important information regarding campus events, 
workshops, and DSC activities. We hope to channel stu-
dents into the many technology workshops offered at no 
charge by Information Resources, and to keep them post-
ed of other important opportunities they might not other-
wise hear about. We suggest that students activate their 
GC email. accounts and Jake advantage of the server 
space, newly-created fot ~9'<1ehts to develop personal web 
sites. Information Reso~:s recently hired a professional 
whose'job is to ·supporj: anj maintain this server. 
Have a great semester exploring all that the GC has to 
offer. 
Paul McBreen is a studeni'in the classics department and 
the DSC Co-chair for Communications. 
DSC Executive & 
Steering Committee 
Office Hours 
Stephanie Domenici (Co-chair for Student Affairs, room 5493) Friday 1pm-6pm 
Paul McBreen (Co-chair for Communications, room 5491) 
Tuesday 12noon-2pm, Wednesday 12noon-3pm 
Aleta Styers (Co-chair for Business, room 5499) Monday- Wednesday, 3pm-4pm 
Steering Committee 
The Steering Committee Office is in room 5495, phone 7888 / 7883 
























The DSC Hiring for Positions of 
Adjunct Project Co-coordinators 
The Doctoral Students' Council is accepting applications for the two DSC-sponsored positions 
which advocate for the interests of adjunct academic labor both within CUNY and in the New York 
area in general. The Adjunct Project hires will be expected to be knowledgeable of issues regard-
ing graduate student labor and to disseminate information to the GSCU student adjuncts. 
Duties will include attendance at all plenary meetings of the DSC with occasional reports made to 
the plenary. Co-coordinators will be required to staff the Adjunct Project office for no less than 
three hours a week and occasionally attend events sponsored by the PSC (Professional Staff 
Congress). 
Please submit a resume detailing adjunct experience as well as organizational/motivational activi-
ty experience. Interviews will be held and the positions filled by the end of October lasting until 
May 31. 
~··<··:·wttmert~s~-· .. Stti.ii1:es~7,~ 
,., S.pe-ake:Fs .::S::eries 
.;;~ 
F~~il 20.04 
CUL TURES, ECONOfyilES,·,,,. AND 
FEMINIST ANALY,SJS-
Friday,, Octot>~r .• 8,, ,,2,004 
·~-,.-~:9,15¾~: :o~}", <., ,;-
,. • .J •• , • .,,wr1;,e .. , ... "we.,,JJ,~~----E.xp.e .. ,::Jai~:n.ts:.,,,. ...... ,,., ... 
Po,Jitid$;'• find; Po/fey Ev[!luation.,. 
-;_'~·1,:-.- .. :"!.,. 
: .. ··•-
.:t5iscussion dPa ... ne.vit;pJ.11:?Hiiiitorr··•,., ··~ 
by··JJobiiJ ... ~gger?.:omor ..... . 
tSgGiQJQg~, _Qµeens ,Colh~ge). 
";:<:.;,,-,;;,, ·,;;·,,::/!'•:"- . :!'ff!.;,/ ·1/'1, ,.,;/.· ,1, . . 
Pan·e'tists: 
Mimi-Abramovitz (Spcfal .Welfare, 
Hunter··Coflege- & the 'GC) . 
Linda G(;)rd0n (History, N1¥H) •; 
Premma Nadasen, (Histdry, Queens 
College) 
Friday, October l.5, 2 004 
3.00 - 5.00pm, 
Skylight Room 9100 
"'!iWriting t-ewara H0r,:,.(f!J:-- -Ex,,il e 
and If/entity Jn ... pale$tinlan,.~ 
American Women,s Writing 
Tafk and P0etfY R,eading·· by Us,a-
SuhaJr M-pjaj_.,(pg~t, writer, .Jtnd . 
'-'· 'i• "".,,,·,,-,,,;,,_•ii;_ 
.,.. .. ,.,.;,.,;,.,, .. , ..., .. A·-t--t-•"----•e·v:·e·n:·t··s•"''"a,r,,e•·''""f· .. f•e•e• .. .,• .. -a.:n ct.,.,,';;, .. ,.,,, .... ,. 
I ·open to the public,, 
To RSVP f0r these events, calt 
(21_2)817--821 s ··nr 
contmumged@gc.cuny.edu. 
.,All events cosponsored by 
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(can't from 10) 
State of Mind," and had forgotten the words to 
"Goodnight Saigon," by far his most relevant song. 
There was an air of peace that night, for sure, perhaps 
because Americans for the first time, at least for this gen-
eration, felt attacked. But music has always been a way of 
moving forward, of piercing the veil of silence that often 
limits the range of acceptable questions during wartime; 
and few were unaware that something big was about to 
happen. Without music-and art in general-only the 
state is left to provide this kind of information, especially 
considering the unwillingness of the media to fulfill its 
historical role. Indeed, while certainly not willing to take 
such a risk out in the open, Bruce Springsteen couldn't 
even take the moment to slip his seething "Born in ·the 
USA" under the patriotic radar, as it often at baseball 
games. 
Instead, we have Charlie Daniels's "This Ain't No Rag, 
It's a Flag," which illustrates the problem well: waving a 
flag is patriotism; burning it is politics. (:heerleading is 
patri_otism; dissenting by using Constitutional amend-
ments, say, the First, is politics. Take note: Politics, which 
is traditionally defined as an action taken by people to 
shape and influence their government's behavior, has now 
bec:n re-cast-at worst, it's a threat to national security; at 
best, it's out of fashion. 
This election year Springsteen, REM, Pearl Jam, The 
Dave Matthews Band, that triple threat The Dixie Chicks 
and a half-dozen or so others say that they want to change 
all of this by hitting the road to unseat George W. Bush. 
Throughout the course of what they are creatively calling 
the "Vote For Change Tour" various configurations of the 
line-up will play 40 shows in 30 cities in nine key elec-
toral states. The artists' goals, stated in a "Declaration" 
issued by Move On PAC are to impact "the most impor-
tant election of our lifetime" by both "getting out the 
vote" and raising money for anti-Bush organizations. 
Bravo. Thi:- is welcome new:,,,but one :,,hould take notice 
of how reactionary this all is, with these musicians raising 
their voices only when the situation reaches a political 
boiling point before an election. Truth be told, the most 
important mission of these shows, according to Move On, 
appears to be fundraising. Aside from the Dixie Chicks, 
what were these bands doing for the last three years when 
Bush still, at least theoretically, could have been stopped? 
As Springsteen wrote recently in his Op-Ed in The New 
York Times, "This year ... the stakes have risen too high to 
sit this election out." It's at least nice that he recognizes 
that he and his cadre have been asleep at the switch. 
Emergency maneuvers such as the "Vote For Change 
Tour" aside, why has American music forsaken its histor-
ical role? Today's lack of the sort of urgency we saw in 
the sixties is probably due, at least in part, to the fact that 
despite the indeterminate nature of this endless war, there 
is not yet a military draft. When the youth of an entire 
society is chained to a war effort, the cost of silence 
increases exponentially. (Incidentally, those who would 
be most impacted by a draft are the same consumers that 
propel the billion dollarmusic industry forward.) Music 
might then intervene to challenge the war machine. 
Bush's declaration that--he is "a war president" should 
have been a call to arms for American music, but we heard · 
only glib references and saw no direct consequences in 
our own lives. Will the music industry refuse to budge 
until we see all three little Hanson brothers trotting off to 
war? 
Artists who deserve the name have never accepted that 
things are merely as they appear, or that what people in 
power tell them is true. An artist's very job is to look 
beneath the surface and criticize. 
There is power in numbers, and in these times, every 
rock concert should be capable of exploding into a threat 
to the legitimization of this corrupt political regime. But, 
moreover, we must start looking ahead, to the next strug-
gles. Without musicians in the lead, it is difficult to see 
from where a mo\Cement could come. And if a movement 
doesn't come, it is hard to see how our own proverbial 






course, I understand that it is not possible to have a color-
ful protest, or any protest for that matter without some 
waste. But the movement should invest more energy in 
devising and employing methods of protest that are eco-
logically more conscientious; methods of protest that uti-
lize the natural resources of the body ( e.x. the voice, ·the 
hands, the feet, physical presence itself) in more creative 
ways, and for the production of symbolic effects that are 
superior "to those produced by sign raising. Other than by 
the force of sheer numbers (which, nonetheless, denotes 
only a potential), fear is struck in the ranks of the politi-
cal Right and capitalist-state's engineers ofrepression by 
the knowledge that the political Left has the capacity and 
the willingness to act as a united front. Gestures such as 
locking arms to form enormous human chains, or the 
coordination of footsteps in blocks of thousands, or peri-
ods of protracted silence, or the formation of a giant 
words, or massive sit-downs would convey this capacity 
and willingness in ways that the ecologically uncon-
scionable and highly personalistic practice of sign raising 
does not. 
For all its problems, the peaceful path alone is current-
ly open to the American political Left. When certain fac-
tions of the anarchist Left in this country challenge the 
state's violence with a violence of their own, they act to 
satisfy the commendable itch of a heavy conscience, the 
peculiar neurosis of infantile militancy, and the con-
demnable desire for masochistic annihilation, but they do 
not act with the intent of winning a victory over injustice. 
Victory requires good strategy, and strategy requires a 
good understanding of capacities. The political tech-
niques-'l:a.qdalisDJ and violence-that ce_rtain factions of 
the American far Le a se-
less in challenging a state that does not run out of time, or 
money, or resources,.or the political will required to coun-
teract them and to destroy their agents. 
Thus, the leaders of UFPJ, A.N.S.W.E.R.""l;l er 
such organizations are correct in consistently choosing 
the peaceful path, despite the intense feeling of futility 
that many of their supporters-including myself-might 
feel upon the completion of the protests that they organ-
ize. In a country where a realistic and well cultivated 
understa!'}ding of political violence absents from the pop-
ular consciousness, self-control is the strongest card that 
the political Left has in its hand. The Left in the US must 
challenge its opponents by using the advantages it enjoys 
over them (i.e. members who are more willing to act 
politically, a culture of higher intelligence and sensitivity, 
international support), and by using the weight of the cap-
italist-state against itself by appealing to the latter's 
human foundations and exposing its moral emptiness. 
The progress that accrues from following the peaceful 
, path is incremental, for sure, and the path as a method 
i\ f · ,,. tests the individual's activist's capacity to work patiently 
... ,,, .. , ....... , (with conviction over time) more than his or her physical 
valiance (although it can do this as well), but it is in this 
commitment to patience that the Left's new technology of 
power resides. 
The GC sports a new look for the August 31st actions against the RNC. 
Gerasimos Karavitis is a student in the Political Science 
department. 
CUNY No RNC Contingent 
this paper. and interested readers can check the March 
2004 archive online to -;ce that article. After d1~cardmg 
ideas that proved simply impos~ible -the use of the GC 
building as a childcare or downtime space for protesters, 
for instance - the group settled on bringing a large and 
visible GC contingent to the RNC' protests as well as a few 
smaller direct actions. 
The group relied on a \\eek of tabling as well a'> a party 
in order 111 a'>semhle a list of email addresses of ~tudents 
interested in marching with the GC contingent. While 
organizers don't know the precise number of students and 
faculty who marched together, all 75 t-:-hirts \\ ere handed 
out - a number that proved to be far to low to suit up the 
entire contingent. Other achvitie~ taken by the group 
included hanging two large banners from the windows of 
the GC on the August 31 "day of action." 
Dunng the organizing process most members of the GC' 
community were friendly to the message of the CUNY '.\Jo 
RNC' group, which did nut draft any mi:-sion statement 
beside~ ib opposition to the policies of the Bush 
Administration and the Republicans. The only attach on 
the group came from a GC humanities professor who 
objected to the use of CUNY in the group's name bl.'caw,e 
some members of the CC'.\JY community might support 
the RNC. l'hc group responded that a maJority seemed to 
be against it and that tho~e who were for it were free to 
start their own pro-Republican group. 
Members of CUNY No RNC enjoyed the group's 
enthusiasm, especially '>ince the (1raduate Center's more 
established activist group, Free CUNY. has become le~s 
active recently. Plans arc in discussion to convert the 
group into a more permanent form and to apply for ~tatus 
as an official DSC-spon~ored ~tudent urganiution. 
